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One of the most promising routes towards fault-tolerant quantum computation utilizes topological quantum
error correcting codes, such as the Z2 surface code. Logical qubits can be encoded in a variety of ways in the
surface code, based on either boundary defects, holes, or bulk twist defects. However proposed fault-tolerant
implementations of the Clifford group in these schemes are limited and often require unnecessary overhead. For
example, the Clifford phase gate in certain planar and hole encodings has been proposed to be implemented using
costly state injection and distillation protocols. In this paper, we show that within any encoding scheme for the
logical qubits, we can fault-tolerantly implement the full Clifford group by using joint measurements involving
a single appropriately encoded logical ancilla. This allows us to provide new low overhead implementations
of the full Clifford group in surface and color codes. It also provides the first proposed implementations of
the full Clifford group in hyperbolic codes. We further use our methods to propose state-of-the art encoding
schemes for small numbers of logical qubits; for example, for code distances d = 3, 5, 7, we propose a scheme
using 60, 160, 308 (respectively) physical data qubits, which allow for the full logical Clifford group to be
implemented on two logical qubits. To our knowledge, this is the optimal proposal to date, and thus may be
useful for demonstration of fault-tolerant logical gates in small near-term quantum computers.

I. INTRODUCTION

A crucial pillar of universal fault-tolerant quantum compu-
tation is the ability to perform quantum error correction1,2.
Schematically, given a physical qubit with an error probabil-
ity p, a quantum error correcting code allows one to reach
a target error rate for a logical qubit with error probability
pfail ∼ (p/pth)d/2, where d is the code distance and pth is
the error threshold of the code3. It is therefore desirable to
implement a code which maximizes d and pth to the extent
possible for a given set of physical resources. Codes that al-
low d to be arbitrarily large while maintaining local interac-
tions between the physical qubits are topological error cor-
recting codes, which utilize the physics of topological states
of matter4–6. In topological error correcting codes on the Eu-
clidean plane with local interactions, the ratio of the number
of physical qubits Nphys to the number of logical qubits NL
scales as Nphys/NL = O(d2)7.

The simplest topological error correcting code is known as
the Z2 surface code8–10, and possesses a relatively high er-
ror threshold; for certain error models the error threshold is
quoted to be pth ∼ 1%11. Given the rapid experimental ad-
vances in qubit technology using various physical platforms,
it is reasonable to expect that the Z2 surface code will play an
important role in near-term demonstrations of fault-tolerance.
Closely related error correcting codes are the color codes12

and hyperbolic codes13–15. The color code is effectively two
independent copies of the Z2 surface code16; while it has a
lower error threshold17, it allows for transversal implementa-
tion of Clifford gates and improves the space-time overhead18.
The hyperbolic codes are related to the Z2 surface code on a
tiling of hyperbolic space; they allow one to improve the scal-
ing of the ratio Nphys/NL to be independent of d, at the cost
of requiring non-local interactions14.

As we review below, logical qubits can be encoded in
the surface code in a number of different ways: through (1)
boundary defects, which are domain walls between alternat-

ing boundary conditions, (2) holes, or (3) bulk twist defects.
Hybrid approaches that combine any or all of the above are
also possible.

The set of fault-tolerant logical operations that can be per-
formed using the Z2 surface code form the Clifford group.
In addition to Pauli operations on single qubits, this group is
generated by the single qubit Hadamard gateH , phase gate S,
and two-qubit CNOT gate. A variety of methods are known
for implementing these gates in the Z2 surface code, however
they depend sensitively on the encoding scheme9,10,19–23. In
particular, for the schemes that are based purely on bound-
ary or hole defects10,19, implementing the Clifford phase gate
require a costly state distillation protocol with a large over-
head that scales exponentially with the number of distillation
rounds. The CNOT and H gates in these encoding schemes
also require unnecessary overhead, as we argue below. To
avoid these overhead costs, various encoding scheme specific
solutions have been devised21,23, which we will review briefly
below.

In the past few years, an approach to topological quan-
tum computation has been developed that utilizes the idea
of topological charge measurements.24,25 In particular, Ref.
25 demonstrated that topological charge measurements along
certain ‘graph’ operators could in principle be utilized to im-
plement non-trivial fault-tolerant logical unitary gates (see
also Ref. 26).

In this paper, we demonstrate how to efficiently imple-
ment the full Clifford group with low overhead in the surface
code, using any of the above encoding schemes for the logical
qubits. Our method is based on fault-tolerantly implement-
ing the necessary topological charge measurements using any
logical encoding scheme in the surface code. Notably, this
allows us to implement the Clifford phase gate in any encod-
ing scheme without using costly state distillation protocols,
and further allows implementation of H gates and arbitrarily
long-range CNOT gates with minimal overhead.

Our results can be applied not only to 2D surface codes in
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any logical encoding scheme, but also to 3D surface codes.
We further apply our methods to both color codes and hyper-
bolic codes. In the context of hyperbolic codes, we provide the
first proposed implementations of Clifford gates. In the con-
text of color codes, we also propose novel efficient methods
for implementing Clifford group operations in a hole based
encoding scheme, which provides some advantages over al-
ternate proposals12,18,27.

Finally, using these insights, we further present encoding
schemes for small numbers of logical qubits that allow fault-
tolerant implementation of the full Clifford group with mini-
mal overhead in terms of number of physical qubits for a given
code distance. This leads us to state-of-the art code designs
that minimize number of physical qubits while allowing for
all Clifford group operations to be implemented on two log-
ical qubits. Specifically, for code distances d = 3, 5, 7, we
propose a scheme using 60, 160, 308 (respectively) physical
data qubits, which allow for the full logical Clifford group to
be implemented on two logical qubits. To our knowledge, this
is the optimal proposal to date, and thus may be useful for
near-term experiments to demonstrate fault-tolerance.

We note that to obtain universal fault-tolerant quantum
computation, the Clifford group must be supplemented with
an additional gate, such as the single qubit π/8 phase gate. In
the codes that we study in this paper, this gate inevitably re-
quires magic state injection and distillation. In this paper we
focus on efficient fault-tolerant implementations of gates in
the Clifford group, and do not further consider the π/8 phase
gate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we provide a review of active error correction with the surface
code, together with a brief review of the different encoding
schemes and proposals for carrying out quantum computation
with them. In Sec. III, we explain the abstract joint measure-
ment circuits that allow implementation of the full Clifford
group. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate how to implement these
measurement circuits in the surface code, using two methods:
with the aid of CAT states, or using a twist defect logical an-
cilla. In Secs. V-VI we further apply these results to hyper-
bolic and color codes. Finally in Sec. VII we provide resource
overhead estimates in terms of the number of physical qubits
required to carry out our proposal, and compare them to other
existing proposals. In particular, we provide novel state-of-
the-art proposals that minimize the number of physical qubits
for small numbers of logical qubits, while allowing full im-
plementation of the Clifford group. In Sec. VIII we provide
some concluding remarks.

II. REVIEW OF LOGICAL QUBIT ENCODINGS AND
CLIFFORD GATES IN SURFACE CODE

We begin with a brief review of the various
proposals9,10,19,20,22 for quantum computing with the surface
code.

A. Planar encoding

The simplest type of surface code is the planar code based
on boundary defects.8,9,28 We consider a physical qubit at each
site of a square lattice, as shown in Fig. 1a. Each plaque-
tte p is associated with a stabilizer Sp, with dark plaquettes
representing X stabilizers and light plaquettes representing Z
stabilizers:

Sp =
∏
i∈∂p

σi, σ =

{
X, if p is dark
Z, if p is light,

(1)

where ∂p denotes the boundary of the p plaquette. In the bulk,
the stabilizers have support on four physical qubits. Violations
of X-type stabilizers are referred to as e particles, and viola-
tions of Z-type stabilizers are referred to asm particles. Local
operators in the bulk can only create e particles in pairs, and
similarly for m particles.

On the boundary, the stabilizers, shown as semicircles in
Fig. 1a, involve two physical qubits. An edge with only Z
type stabilizers is referred to as an e boundary, because apply-
ing a Z operator on an edge qubit can create a single e parti-
cle; therefore, the e particles are ‘condensed’ on such an edge.
Similarly, an edge with only X type stabilizers is referred to
as an m boundary (see Fig. 1a). To avoid drawing the en-
tire lattice, we use schematic diagrams whenever possible, as
shown in Fig. 1b. The crosses on the edges, which are domain
walls between the two types of boundaries, are referred to as
boundary defects.

(a) (b)

e

e

mm

Z̄

X̄

Z̄

X̄

FIG. 1. (Color online) a) A simple distance 6 surface code encod-
ing 1 logical qubit. Black dots are physical qubits. Each dark(light)
plaquette represents aX(Z) stabilizer. The semicircles at the bound-
aries are also stabilizers that involve just two qubits. The logical X̄
and Z̄ operators are shown by horizontal blue (dark gray) and verti-
cal red (light gray) strings respectively. b) Schematic diagram of the
surface code in (a).

The stabilizers all commute with each other. The code
space C is defined as the set of states that are eigenvectors
of all stabilizer operators with eigenvalue +1:

C = {|ψ〉 : Sp |ψ〉 = + |ψ〉 ∀p}. (2)
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The dimensionality of C determines how many logical
qubits can be encoded in this surface code. For the lattice
shown in Fig. 1a, there is one less stabilizer than physical
qubits. Therefore C is two-dimensional and corresponds to
the encoded logical qubit. It is possible to encode more than
one logical qubit in one patch if one uses more defects on the
boundary; 2n boundary defects can be used to encode n − 1
logical qubits. However in the planar code, each logical qubit
is associated with a separate patch.

Logical operators are associated with those unitary trans-
formations which leave the code subspace C invariant, but
which act non-trivially within C. Logical Pauli operators Z̄
and X̄ correspond to a tensor product of Pauli operators for
each physical qubit along a given string:

Z̄ =
∏
i∈l

Zi, X̄ =
∏
i∈l′

Xi, (3)

where l and l′ are the light red and dark blue strings, respec-
tively, depicted in Fig. 1a. The choice of l and l′ is unphysical;
any string l that connects the top and bottom edges is sufficient
for Z̄, and analogously for X̄ . Physically, Z̄ corresponds to
an e particle being transported between the top and bottom
edge, while X̄ corresponds to an m particle being transported
between the left and right edge.

The distance of the code, d, is the minimum number of
Pauli operators that appear in a nontrivial logical operator.
Here, both Z̄ and X̄ have length 6, hence it is a distance d = 6
code.

1. Error correction in surface codes

Here we briefly review the proposal for active quantum er-
ror correction using the surface code. In this approach, all of
the stabilizers Sp, for every plaquette, are measured in each
round of quantum error correction. By constantly measuring
the stabilizers Sp for every plaquette, we can ensure that the
state of the system remains an eigenstate of each stabilizer.

While each Sp is a physical operator on four qubits, it can
be measured using only two-qubit CNOT operations with the
aid of a physical ancilla qubit, which can be placed at the
center of each plaquette. To measure a stabilizer, such as
X1X2X3X4, one can use the circuit shown in Fig. 2b10. The
extra ancilla qubit used in this circuit is called the syndrome
or measurement qubit. In Fig. 2c, a similar circuit is shown
which is used to measure a typical Z stabilizer.

Consider the planar code shown in Fig. 3. Let us say a bit
flip error occurs on qubit number 1 and the wave function of
the system changes to X1 |ψ〉. Now, when we measure the
stabilizers, assuming a perfect measurement, all syndromes
would be +1 except for the measurement outcomes of Z sta-
bilizers marked by blue circles in Fig. 3, which will be −1.
Thus a single bit flip error creates two adjacent m particles.
If instead of a bit flip, a phase flip error had happened, then it
would be theX stabilizers marked by red triangles adjacent to
qubit 1 that would give different output, giving rise to a pair
of adjacent e particles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

H H MZ

MZII

FIG. 2. a) A distance 3 planar code encoding one logical qubit. The
gray dots in the center of plaquettes are the syndrome qubits for the
corresponding stabilizer. b) & c) are quantum circuits used to mea-
sure a typical X and Z stabilizer respectively. Numbers represent
physical qubits shown in (a).

An arbitrary single qubit error on the qubit number 1 would
change the wave function of the system to:

eiθn·σ1 |ψ〉 = cos(θ) |ψ〉+ i sin(θ)nxX1 |ψ〉
+ i sin(θ)nyY1 |ψ〉+ i sin(θ)nzZ1 |ψ〉 . (4)

The four terms on the right hand side of Eq. 4 have different
error syndromes and after one round of measurement, the sys-
tem will collapse to one of them. So, from the standpoint of
error correction, any single qubit error reduces to a bit flip or
phase flip error, or a combination of the two.

If instead of a single qubit error, many adjacent qubits flip
at the same time, only the syndromes at the end of the flipped
string would give different values. Fig. 3 illustrates an exam-
ple. An error string, such as E =

∏
i∈sXi for some string

i, creates an m particle at each end of the string. Similarly
an error string consisting of Pauli-Z errors creates a pair of
e particles at its ends. However if an error string ends on an
appropriate boundary, such as a Z error string that ends on an
e boundary, then only a single e particle is created, and there-
fore only one stabilizer, at the endpoint of the string in the
bulk, is violated.

Therefore, when an error occurs in the form of some strings,
the only information we get from syndrome measurements
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1

2 3 4 5

FIG. 3. (Color online) Error syndromes can be used to detect and
correct errors. A single bit flip error on qubit 1 will create two neigh-
boringm particles indicated here by blue (dark gray) circles whereas
a phase flip error will create two e particles (shown as red (light gray)
triangles). Error strings like the one shown at the bottom, can create
isolated particles.

is the position of the e and m particles. However, given a
set of syndrome measurements (locations of e and m parti-
cles), the error string that can create it is non-unique; many
different errors can result in the same configuration of par-
ticles. The minimum weight perfect-matching method29,30

can be used to track back the most likely error strings from
the error syndromes. The method finds the set of shortest
possible strings that connect a given set of particles. Since
longer error strings occur with lesser probability, this algo-
rithm finds the most probable error configuration consistent
with the measured syndromes. A logical error occurs when
the error string inferred from the minimum weight perfect
matching algorithm differs from the correct error string by
a non-contractible string. On the other hand, if the inferred
error strings are always related to the true error strings by a
contractible loop, then that means that we have successfully
tracked all of the errors in the software and can compensate
for them accordingly. Other variants of the matching algo-
rithm can be used to improve the probability of guessing the
true error configuration31,32.

Since the standard minimum weight matching algorithm
runs in polynomial time in system size l, for large patches
of surface code other methods like renormalization-group de-
coders with O(log l) run time could become favourable33,34.
Having enough classical resources, one can also solve the
minimum weight matching problem in constant time using
parallel computing35.

The probability of a logical error pfail clearly depends on the
underlying error model. For uncorrelated single qubit errors,
numerical and analytical studies suggest an exponential sup-
pression of pfail with increasing code distance3,9,36–38. The rate
of exponential decay depends on the physical error probabil-
ity. Specifically, for fixed d and small probability of physical
errors p, pfail is best described by A(d)(p/pth)d/2 where pth is

called the accuracy threshold3,36,37,39. The same form applies
for other variants of the surface code but with different values
for pth.

So far we have assumed that the measurement process is
perfect. But one also needs to consider the errors that oc-
cur in the measurement process. Measurement errors can be
addressed by repeating the measurements many times to dis-
tinguish the measurement errors from other errors. By repeat-
ing the measurement many times, we get a three dimensional
map for the position of quasiparticles: two dimensions are
used to record the error syndromes in space for each round
of measurement and the third dimension is the discrete time.
Now, we use the minimal weight perfect-matching algorithm
to connect the quasiparticles in this three dimensional lattice
together, allowing for the strings to have time segments as well
as spatial ones10,39.

The number of measurement histories that are used for error
correction depends on the code distance and the probability of
measurement errors. For equal error probability in measure-
ment and storage, O(d) rounds of previous error syndromes
are used to correct the code where d is the code distance40,41.

2. Measuring string operators in planar codes

Here we will discuss how to fault-tolerantly measure the
string operators associated with X̄ and Z̄. These methods can
also be used for initializing logical qubits in the X̄ or Z̄ basis.

We note that one method to measure X̄ and Z̄ is to measure
all physical qubits in the X or Z basis in order to measure the
corresponding logical operator. However since this method is
destructive it cannot be used when there are more than one
logical qubits encoded in a patch. In contrast, the string mea-
surement that we review below can be applied to more general
encoding schemes as well.

Suppose for example that we wish to measure the string
operator Z1Z2Z3Z4Z5, shown in Fig. 4a. We proceed as
follows:

1. We turn off every X stabilizer that shares a qubit with
the string operator Z̄. We also remove every qubit
present in Z̄ from all Z stabilizers adjacent to it, thus
changing the 4 qubit Z stabilizers adjacent to the string
operator to a pair of 2 qubit Z stabilizers. After making
these changes, the code would look like Fig. 4b. Note
that practically we have created a new e edge along Z̄.

2. We measure qubits 1-5 individually in the Z basis, in
addition to performing the stabilizer measurements. We
do d rounds of measurements to make the the procedure
fault tolerant. Using the value of the individual qubit
measurements, along with the measurement outcome of
the modified stabilizers, we can recover the value of the
original Z stabilizers as well. This allows us to track
the errors from before the measurement process began.

3. Finally, we turn on all stabilizers and change all the
modified stabilizer operators back to their original form.
We need to do d rounds of stabilizer measurements to
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2

3

4

5

(a) (b) (c)

Z̄ Z̄Z̄

FIG. 4. String initialization/measurement method. For initializing the code in an eigenstate of the string operator Z̄ shown in a), one can turn
off the X stabilizers adjacent to the string and change Z stabilizers next to the string to detach the string and form the code shown in b). Then
measure the qubits on the string individually in the Z basis as well as the modified stabilizers for the sake of error correction, which yields the
value of Z̄. In this step the code effectively looks like (c). After correcting errors, we initialize physical qubits in the |0〉 state and turn back on
all stabilizers in their original form. After d rounds of syndrome measurement and correcting errors, the code is initialized in the |0̄〉 state.

establish stabilizer values and redefine the code space
accordingly.

The measurement of Z̄ is obtained by multiplying the mea-
sured values for the individual Zi measurements along the
string. To make the measurement fault tolerant, it is impor-
tant to correct any bit flip errors on the Z̄ string before using
individual measurement outcomes in step 2, and to perform
the measurement d times to protect against measurement er-
rors. It is worth noting that one can also measure a ribbon of
qubits with thickness d once, instead of measuring a string d
times. However, to avoid decreasing the code distance, ribbon
measurement requires using larger code patches.

Note that phase flip errors that occur on qubits 1-5 will not
change the measurement outcome of Z̄ operator.

Measurement in the X̄ basis can be done by following sim-
ilar steps. However, importantly, measurement of Ȳ cannot
be done in this encoding without introducing additional ingre-
dients, as we describe later.

3. Quantum computing with planar codes

In order to implement universal fault-tolerant quantum
computation, we need to implement a universal gate set fault-
tolernatly. For the surface code, a natural choice is the Clifford
group, together with the T gate, which is the π/8 single-qubit
phase gate. Here we will briefly review the proposals for im-
plementing logical Clifford gates in the encoding described
above. The T gate is then implemented fault-tolerantly using
magic state distillation.

The Clifford group is generated by the single-qubit Clifford

phase gate, S̄ =

(
1 0
0 i

)
, H̄ = 1√

2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, and the two-

qubit CNOT gate.
Note that logical Z̄ = S̄2 is easy to implement, as one

can implement it transversally by applying the single-qubit Z

gates on physical qubits along the Z̄ string. X̄ = H̄Z̄H̄ can
be applied similarly.

The logical Hadamard gate, H̄ , is not as straightforward as
X̄ and Z̄. Although applying the Hadamard gate transver-
sally to each individual physical qubit does exchange eigen-
states of X̄ and Z̄, it will also change the boundary conditions,
as an e boundary is converted to an m boundary, and vice
versa. Therefore, the transversal Hadamard operation does
not yield the original code, but rather yields a π/2 rotated ver-
sion of it. One then needs to correct the orientation by code
deformation9,19,42. Code deformation changes the shape of a
surface code geometrically by adding physical qubits to the
lattice or removing some from it. Adding and removing here
does not mean physical changes to the underlying lattice, but
it refers to turning on some stabilizers to include some idle
physical qubits or turning off some stabilizers to exclude some
physical qubits from the code. These additional idle physical
qubits add to the spatial overhead required for implementing
H̄ .

The Clifford phase gate, S̄ is more complicated in current
proposals for the planar code. All current proposals for im-
plementing S̄ in planar encoding described above, require
state injection and state distillation. There are proposed hy-
brid schemes23 that avoid state distillation for S̄ gate which
we will mention shortly. In the distillation protocol discussed
in Ref. 10, a single round of state distillation takes 7 copies
with error probability p and returns one copy with error prob-
ability 7p3 � p. k rounds of distillation requires 7k logical
qubits. Therefore the spatial overhead grows exponentially in
the number of distillation rounds (See Appendix B). The over-
head of performing the Clifford phase gate is thus extremely
high. It is worth noting that a modified version of the planar
code makes it possible to keep track of single qubit Clifford
gates including S̄ at the classical level, thus eliminating the
need for state distillation by avoiding direct implementation
of the S̄ gate21.

The two-qubit logical CNOT gate has been proposed to
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be implemented as follows. One method is to apply CNOT
transversally between every physical qubit in one plane and
the corresponding qubit in the other.9 However this opera-
tion is non-local if we limit ourselves to a single-layer two-
dimensional layout, and thus will not be further considered.

A method for implementing CNOT using local interactions
in planar codes uses a method referred to as lattice surgery.19

This method utilizes an extra logical ancilla qubit together
with the circuit shown in Fig. 5.19 MO in the circuit indicates
measurement of operator O.

MZZ

MXX

target

control

MX

FIG. 5. Quantum circuit for CNOT. The number above each mea-
surement represents the outcome of that measurement.

We have already explained how to perform the MX and
MZ measurements. What remains is to explain how to per-
form the joint measurement such asMXX andMZZ in planar
codes. It is important to note that measuring Z̄1 and Z̄2 sep-
arately and then multiplying the result is not equivalent to a
Z̄1Z̄2 measurement, as the former will project the code into a
smaller subspace than intended.

Consider two planar codes next to each other, as in Fig. 6a.
Note that the neighboring boundaries are both m boundaries.
To measure the two body operator Z̄1Z̄2 we use the following
steps:

1. We stop measuring theX2X3 andX6X7 stabilizers and
start to measure the combined X2X3X6X7 stabilizer.
At the same time, we start measuring two new Z stabi-
lizersZ1Z2Z6Z5 andZ3Z4Z8Z7. This modification ef-
fectively merges the two patches together and the code
will look like Fig. 6b.

2. We wait for d rounds of stabilizer measurements to es-
tablish the values of newly added Z stabilizers.

3. We read the value of Z̄1Z̄2 by multiplying the measure-
ment outcomes of newly added Z stabilizers. After that
we stop measuring all three shared stabilizers and turn
back onX2X3 andX6X7 stabilizers to detach the codes
again.

If the patches are oriented in such a way that e boundaries
are next to each other, we can measure the X̄1X̄2 operator by
turning on the shared X stabilizers. The procedure is similar
to the MZZ measurement.

Using the joint measurements, the quantum circuit shown in
Fig. 5 can be implemented by using the configuration shown
in Fig. 7. The logical qubit in the corner is the ancilla qubit,

(a)

(b)

Z̄2Z̄1

Z̄2Z̄1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

FIG. 6. a) Two disjoint planar codes with Z̄i operators shown. b) To
measure the parity operator Z̄1Z̄2, we turn on all Z stabilizers that
are between two patches. We also combine two 2-qubitX stabilizers
at the boundary into one full stabilizer. After d rounds of syndrome
measurement and error correction we can find the value of Z̄1Z̄2 by
multiplying the newly measured Z stabilizers.

Z̄a Z̄1

X̄a

X̄2

FIG. 7. Planar code layout to do the CNOT. The patch in the corner
encodes the ancilla qubit, the one in the right is the control qubit and
the bottom one is the target qubit.

the bottom patch encodes the target qubit and the other one is
the control qubit. Note that the patches are oriented in such
a way to make the joint measurements in Fig. 5 possible. In
the last step, we need to apply single qubit gates based on the
outcome of previous measurements as shown in Fig. 5.

B. Hole encoding

If we start with a planar code and remove some qubits from
the bulk, we obtain a hole defect. Fig. 8a shows a hole defect
that is created by turning off nine stabilizers. Although the
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X̄ Z̄

(a) (b)

Z̄

X̄
m m

FIG. 8. a) Surface code with hole defect in the bulk. Note that both
the outer boundary and the hole’s boundary are m boundaries. b)
Schematic diagram for the lattice structure shown in (a).

X̄1

Z̄1

e

e

m

m

Z̄2

X̄2

FIG. 9. Logical qubits encoded in pairs of hole defects alongside the
corresponding logical operators. The outer boundary of the code can
be far away and is not shown here.

qubits inside the hole are completely detached from the code,
they are needed for moving the hole. Each hole introduces
new edges and like the outer edges, the boundary of a hole can
be either an e edge or m edge. In principle a hole can have
mixed boundary conditions, but usually uniform boundaries
are used.

Depending on the boundary type, e or m particles can con-
dense on a hole boundary. This in turn allows one to use hole
defects to make new logical operators and thus new logical
qubits. The hole defect in Fig. 8, for example, encodes one
logical qubit.

In general, n holes of the same boundary type define a 2n−1

dimensional code subspace. The proposal described in Ref.
10, however, uses a sparse encoding, where each logical qubit
is encoded using two holes, as shown in Fig. 9. A logical
qubit that is defined using a pair of e boundaries is called a
X-cut qubit (Fig. 9 left). Likewise, Z-cut qubit refers to a
logical qubit encoded in a pair of m boundaries (Fig. 9 right).

The sparse encoding allows for implementation of logical
gates as described below. Our joint measurement technique,
described in the subsequent sections, allows Clifford opera-
tions to be implemented using denser encodings, and thus may
offer advantages in overhead.

1. Quantum computing with hole defects

The measurement and application of the logical X̄ and Z̄
operators proceeds analogously to the case of the planar en-
coding. The single qubit Clifford phase gate, S̄, is also pro-
posed to be implemented using state injection and state dis-
tillation, as in the case of the planar encoding. Similar to the
planar code, one can circumvent distillation by using the hy-
brid schemes23 which we will mention shortly.

The single qubit Hadamard gate H̄ is performed through a
series of code deformations10,43, as follows. Assume we have
a pair of e holes encoding our logical qubit. Since, unlike the
planar code, there is generally more than one logical qubit
encoded in a patch, first we isolate the target logical qubit
from the rest by measuring a Pauli X string which encircles
the hole pair. As was explained in Sec. II A 2, this would
create an m boundary around the two e holes. By expanding
the holes one can turn them into e boundaries of the isolated
patch, converting the logical qubit to a planar encoding using
boundary defects. The Hadamard gate is then applied as it is in
the planar code, described above, and then finally the logical
qubit is converted back to the hole encoding and merged into
the rest of the code.

The logical CNOT operation is quite different in the hole
encoding as compared with the planar encoding. If we have
a Z-cut qubit and a X-cut qubit, one can show that moving
a hole of one qubit around a hole of the other, will perform
CNOT between the two10,43,44. This process is called hole
braiding. However performing CNOT between two qubits
with the same type of holes is more complicated, because
braiding two holes of the same boundary type is a trivial op-
eration in the code subspace. Instead, in this case one needs
extra logical ancilla qubits encoded using holes with the other
type of boundary. One can then implement the CNOT gate
between two hole defects of the same type through a series of
hole braidings and measurements10. Therefore, to perform a
CNOT on two logical qubits requires a total of six holes, if the
two logical qubits are both X- or Z- cut qubits.

C. Dislocation encoding

Making holes inside the bulk is not the only way to intro-
duce non-trivial closed loops in surface codes. Twist defects
can also be used to induce topological degeneracies and thus
to encode logical qubits. Twist defects have been studied from
a number of points of view, using topological field theory (see
Sec. V of Ref.47 and Ref.46, 48–51), chiral Luttinger liq-
uid theory46,48,49,52–55, and in lattice models for topological
order45,56–58.

Fig. 10a illustrates a surface code with four twist defects in
the bulk which are marked by green crosses. As is clear from
Fig. 10a, the physical qubits on the dislocation lines are re-
moved from the lattice and all pairs of stabilizers that share
an edge over the dislocation line are combined into one.59

The stabilizers located on a twist defect involve five physi-
cal qubits, and one of the qubits should be measured in the Y
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) A surface code with four twist defects
marked by green crosses. The boundary of the surface code is not
important and hence has not been shown. Green dashed lines are
called dislocation lines. Every twist defect should be connected to
another twist defect by a dislocation line. To make a pair of twist
defects, we start with a perfect lattice and draw the dislocation line.
Then we remove every qubit that lies on the dislocation line. Finally,
we combine every two stabilizers that share an edge over the disloca-
tion line into one stabilizer which is given by the product of original
stabilizers. Clearly, the contribution of removed qubits have to be
omitted. The combined stabilizer is represented by plaquettes with
color gradient since they are neitherX norZ stabilizer, but have both
operators. It is also possible to create dislocations without removing
qubits by having the dislocation lines parallel to the Burgers vectors
of the dislocations (not shown here)45,46. (b) Schematic diagram of
the surface code shown in (a).

basis. For example, the stabilizer S in Fig. 10a is defined as:

S = X1Y2Z3Z4X7, (5)

and the stabilizer corresponding to the plaquette just below
that is:

S′ = Z7X4X5Z6. (6)

As with hole defects, non-trivial string operators encircling
twist defects can be used to define logical qubits. But an im-
portant property of dislocation lines is that whenever a string
operator passes through them, it changes its type; a Pauli-Z
string would change to a Pauli-X string and vice versa. As a
result, a closed string operator needs to encircle at least two
twist defects. A non-trivial closed string operator is shown
as an example at the bottom of Fig. 10a and it includes both
Pauli-X and Pauli-Z operators:

Z̄ =
∏

i∈light red part

Zi
∏

j∈dark blue part

Xj . (7)

One can easily verify that this operator commutes with every
stabilizer but is not a product of stabilizers itself. Fig. 10b
shows the schematic diagram of the code shown in Fig. 10a.

In general, n pairs of twist defects gives rise to 2n−1 states.
In a dense encoding, therefore, there would be one logical
qubit for every pair of twist defects (not counting the first

X̄ Z̄

Ȳ

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 11. (Color online) Logical operators related to a qubit encoded
in three twists. (a) String operator corresponding to X̄ . It is a mixed
Pauli string, with red (light gray) parts corresponding to Pauli X and
blue (dark gray) parts corresponding to Pauli Z. Note that when-
ever the string passes through a dislocation line, it changes color. An
equivalent string operator for X̄ would be the one with red (light
gray) and blue (dark gray) interchanged. All that matters is the de-
fects a string enclose. (b) String operator corresponding to Z̄. (c)
Two equivalent string operators representing Ȳ .

FIG. 12. The string that encircles a single twist defect twice and
encloses itself can be written as a product of stabilizers and hence
acts as the identity operator in the code subspace.

pair). Alternatively, sparser encodings are also possible, us-
ing three or four twist defects to encode one logical qubit.

A key feature that distinguishes the dislocation code from
planar and hole encodings is that the logical Ȳ operator is also
given by a simple Pauli string. Therefore the Ȳ operator can
be straightforwardly measured fault-tolerantly using the same
methods for measuring X̄ and Z̄ operators in the planar and
hole encodings. Alternatively, logical qubits can be initialized
in the Ȳ basis straightforwardly. Fig. 11 shows the logical
X̄ , Ȳ and Z̄ operators for a logical qubit encoded in three
twist defects. It can be shown that any two loop operators
that encircle the same set of twist defects are equal to each
other up to multiplication by some set of stabilizers and hence
represent the same logical operator. For example, both Pauli-
X and Pauli-Z strings shown in Fig. 11c are equal to Ȳ . To
prove their equivalence one can use the fact that if a string
goes around a single twist twice and closes itself, it acts as the
identity on the code subspace (Fig. 12).

1. Initialization and measurement

Again, the string initialization and measurement that was
described in section II A 2 can be used here too. It is notable
that by using string initialization, one can prepare the |Y 〉 state
without using state injection and state distillation procedures.
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FIG. 13. a) A distance d = 5 triangular code. b) Schematic diagram
of the triangular code shown in (a).

2. Quantum Computation by twist defects

The fact that one can measure a logical qubit in the Ȳ basis
as well as X̄ and Z̄, allows one to ignore every single-qubit
Clifford gate until there is a measurement, and then modify the
measurement according to the awaiting gates20. For example
if we want to apply an S gate on a logical qubit and measure it
in the X basis, we can ignore the first gate and instead do the
measurement in the S†XS = Y basis. This point is explained
in more detail in section III D.

We can also easily implement CNOT using the circuit
shown in Fig. 5. Joint measurements in dislocation codes are
not really different from single qubit measurements. Suppose
we want to measure the X̄1X̄2 operator where X̄1 is given by
a string encircling twists 1 and 2 and X̄2 encircles twist de-
fects numbered 3 and 4. It is easy to see that X̄1X̄2 is given
by the simple string that encircles all four twist defects 1 to
4. We will explain this point further in Sec. IV B, since joint
measurements and twist defects lie at the heart of our method.

D. Triangular code

Another important variant of the surface code is called the
triangular code22. Fig. 13 shows a triangular code patch
which encodes one logical qubit alongside its schematic di-
agram. The lattice structure results from flattening a square
lattice that resides on three adjacent faces of a cube in three
dimensions. There are three boundary defects and one bulk
twist defect. Unlike normal twist defects that we mentioned
before, the stabilizer S at the position of the bulk twist de-
fect involves four qubits and is given by S = Y1Z2Z3Z4. An
important distinguishing feature is that in addition to X̄ and
Z̄, the Ȳ operator is also given by a simple Pauli string that
starts and ends over the edges. As a result, the code can be
initialized or be measured in the Ȳ basis easily. A key ad-
vantage of the triangular code is that the Clifford phase gate,
S̄, can be implemented without state distillation, and the gen-
eral overhead requirements are better than the planar and hole
encodings described above.

E. Hybrid schemes

Hybrid schemes for encoding logical qubits are also
possible21,23,60. Mixing two schemes also opens up the pos-
sibility of new methods to perform logical operations. For ex-
ample, by converting boundary defects to bulk twist defects,
braiding them and converting them back to the boundary, one
can implement the S̄ gate in planar codes.23 Alternatively, log-
ical qubits in different encodings can be entangled with each
other, for example by braiding holes and twist defects.

III. MEASUREMENT-BASED PROTOCOLS FOR
CLIFFORD GATES

Here we explain how one can implement all gates in the
Clifford group using circuits based on joint measurements.
We only discuss the quantum circuits corresponding to the
logical gates, regardless of the underlying setup which is used
to encode logical qubits. In the subsequent sections, we will
show how one can implement these circuits in surface codes,
color codes and hyperbolic codes.

In this section all operators are understood to be logical op-
erators, so we will omit the ¯ notation; all qubits are under-
stood to be logical qubits.

A. CNOT gate

We have already mentioned the quantum circuit devised to
implement CNOT using joint measurements (Fig. 5). It is
used in many variants of surface codes as well as color codes
to implement the CNOT gate18–21.

B. S gate

The circuit that is shown in Fig. 14 can be used to imple-
ment the S gate. Initially, the ancilla qubit is prepared in the
|+〉 state, which is the +1 eigenstate of the Pauli Xa operator.
Next, the two qubit parity operator ZYa is measured, followed
by a Za measurement. The subscript a is used to distinguish
the operators associated with the ancilla qubit. The Pauli op-
erators associated with the data qubit will have no subscript.

After the second measurement in Fig. 14, the state of the
data qubit is given by:

1− i(−1)α+βZ√
2

|ψ〉, (8)

where (−1)α and (−1)β are the the results of first and second
measurements. Note that the S gate can be written as:

S = eiπ/4
(

1− iZ√
2

)
. (9)

Thus, if the outcome of the two measurements have the same
sign, the state after the second measurement is, up to an over-
all phase, S |ψ〉, and therefore the S gate has been imple-
mented.
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|+
a

a

FIG. 14. Quantum circuit for S gate. The ancilla is prepared in
|+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/

√
2 state. The joint measurement corresponds

to measuring the parity of the operator ZYa, where the subscript a
stand for ancilla qubit and Z is associated with the data qubit. The
outcome of each measurement is written above its box.

On the other hand, if the results of the two measurements
are different, the state of the data qubit would be S† |ψ〉. Since
S = ZS†, we can recover S |ψ〉 by applying an additional Z
gate to the data qubit.

C. SHS gate

We need another independent gate to fully implement the
Clifford group. Usually it is the Hadamard gate H , but here
we choose SHS since it has a simpler circuit. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 15. Again, it is easy to check that after the
second measurement, the data qubit corresponds to:

|φ〉 =
1 + i(−1)α+βX√

2
|ψ〉, (10)

where (−1)α and (−1)β are measurement results. Similar to
Eqn. 9, we have:

SHS =

(
1 + iX√

2

)
. (11)

So if the results of the two measurements have the same sign,
we get the desired state SHS |ψ〉. Again, if we get different
signs, the data qubit would be in the state S†HS† |ψ〉. We
can then recover SHS |ψ〉 by applying X , because SHS =
iXS†HS†. Hence, at the end of the circuit, we get |φ〉 =
SHS |ψ〉.

XYa

Za
|

FIG. 15. Quantum circuit to implement SHS gate. The ancilla is
prepared in the |−〉 = (|0〉 − |1〉)/

√
2 state. The joint measure-

ment corresponds to measurement of the parity of the operator XYa,
where subscript a stands for ancilla qubit and X is associated with
the data qubit. The outcome of each measurement is written above
its box.

S H MZ

MZ

|ψ1

|ψ2

S

MZ

|ψ1

|ψ2

S† MY

≡

(b)(a)

FIG. 16. The two quantum circuits in (a) and (b) yield equivalent
measurement outcomes, provided the measurements are done in dif-
ferent bases.

target

control

MXaYt

Y β
t

MZaZc

MXa Zγ
a

Zα+β
c

FIG. 17. S†
t CNOT St circuit. Here the subscripts a, c, and t refer to

the ancilla, control, and target qubits, respectively.

D. Conjugated CNOT circuits

Since single qubit Clifford gates just permute the Pauli ma-
trices (up to a sign), like the H gate that exchanges X and
Z, it turns out that one can just keep track of them classically
instead of actually applying them at the quantum level. One
way to see this is to move all single qubit Clifford gates to
the end of the circuit and then modify the final measurements
accordingly. The price to pay is that for a general quantum
circuit, we need to be able to implement CNOT and the π/8
phase gate T in any Pauli basis. In other words, we need to
be able to implement CNOT and T conjugated by any single-
qubit Clifford gate.

As an example, consider the quantum circuit shown in
Fig. 16a. We use the identity CNOT S = S (S† CNOT S) to
move the S gate across CNOT. Also since S†H†Π±,ZHS =
Π±,Y , where Π±,σ denote the projection operator onto the
± eigenspace of σ operator, we can replace the upper Z
measurement at the end of the circuit with a Y measure-
ment. So the probabilities for each measurement outcome of
this quantum circuit will be equivalent to performing instead
S† CNOT S, followed by measurement in a different basis
(Fig. 16b). The quantum circuit for S† CNOT S (Fig. 17) can
be derived from the CNOT quantum circuit in Fig. 5.

IV. JOINT MEASUREMENT SCHEME IN SURFACE
CODES

The measurement circuits for the implementation of the S̄,
S̄H̄S̄, and CNOT gates discussed above require the ability to
perform joint measurements of operators such as Z̄Z̄a, X̄X̄a,
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FIG. 18. (Color online) a) Ȳ operator for a logical qubit encoded in
a planar code. b) Ȳ operator in hole encoding. The intersection of
the red (light gray) and blue (dark gray) strings (marked by the green
dot) corresponds to a Pauli-Y operator.

and Z̄Ȳa. Alternatively, if the logical ancilla can be prepared
in the Ȳ basis, then we only need the joint measurements Z̄Z̄a
and X̄X̄a.

In this section we will discuss two possible procedures to
perform such tasks in surface code. First we explain how one
can utilize CAT states to perform the required joint measure-
ments. However, as we will discuss shortly, this method is
not practical for large code distances and hence, we introduce
the second method which utilizes twist defects to carry out the
required measurements.

A. Utilizing CAT states with any encoded ancilla

In many encoding schemes, such as the purely hole or
boundary defect based encodings, measuring the logical Ȳ
operator fault-tolerantly is non-trivial, as the same schemes
discussed above for measuring X̄ and Z̄ do not work. Fig.
18 illustrates the Ȳ operator in the hole and boundary defect
based encodings, which has support on a graph, as opposed to
a string. As such, we refer to it as a graph operator. We see,
therefore, that Ȳ is a graph operator that contains a Y acting
on at least one physical qubit. If we were to directly measure
the individual physical qubit operators along the graph, then
measuring Y would not give us information about the neigh-
boring X and Z stabilizers, and thus the measurement cannot
be made fault-tolerant.

However, we can perform the measurement of Ȳ fault-
tolerantly with the aid of a CAT state consisting of k ∝ d
physical ancilla qubits that run along the graph operator, as
shown in Fig. 19. As discussed in Ref. 61, a CAT state can
be prepared with local operations by preparing each qubit in
the CAT state in the |+〉 eigenstate, and then measuring the
products ZiZi+1 for nearest neighbor qubits. Armed with the
CAT state, we can then measure Ȳ using the circuit illustrated
in Fig. 20. We refer the reader to Refs. 61 and 62 for a detailed
discussion of the fault-tolerant preparation of CAT states with
local operations.

These CAT states can therefore be utilized to either prepare
the logical ancilla in an eigenstate of Y by measuring Ȳa or,

FIG. 19. Arrangement of physical ancilla qubits (upper black dots)
comprising the CAT state, which is used for fault tolerant measure-
ment of Ȳ .

...

...

Cat State 

Verification

Ancilla 

qubits

Physical

qubits

|+

|+

|+

σ1

σ2

σk

MX

MX

MX

FIG. 20. The quantum circuit for preparing a CAT state and measur-
ing a general graph operator of the form S =

∏k
i=1 σi over physical

data qubits. The verification part consists of measuring ZiZi+1 sta-
bilizers O(d) times and using the result to correct possible bit flip
errors.61 This would initialize the ancilla qubits into the CAT state.
Then, Controlled-Pauli gates are applied between each ancilla qubit
and the corresponding data qubit. Afterwards, all ancilla qubits are
measured in the X basis. The logical measurement outcome would
be equal to the parity of theses individual measurements. The whole
measurement procedure is made fault-tolerant by repeating it O(d)
times to obtain a majority vote.

alternatively, to measure the operator Z̄Ȳa, as shown in Fig.
21.

We can also apply the above procedure to the case of a Z2

surface code defined on a higher genus surface. On a genus g
surface, the Z2 surface code has 4g states. The logical Pauli
operators for the case of a torus are shown in Fig. 22.

Using a CAT state, we can then fault-tolerantly measure
in the Ȳ basis, allowing full implementation of the Clifford
group for logical qubits encoded using the genus. For exam-
ple, on a torus, we have two logical qubits, one of which can
be used as a logical ancilla. Utilizing the CAT state for fault-
tolerant measurements in the circuits described in Sec. III, we
can implement all single-qubit Clifford operations. On higher
genus surfaces, we can therefore implement the full Clifford
group by using one of the logical qubits as a logical ancilla.

1. Application to 3D surface codes

It is interesting to note that this method of performing Clif-
ford gates can be straightforwardly extended to surface codes
in higher dimensions as well. In 3 dimensions, the analog of
the hole encoding is a sphere encoding, where we consider
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FIG. 21. a) A logical data qubit and a logical ancilla qubit encoded
in four hole defects. The W̄ string does not encode any logical infor-
mation and can be initialized to +1. This idle string would be used to
facilitate joint measurements. b) The graph operator corresponding
to Z̄1Ȳa can be measured fault tolerantly using CAT states.

Z̄1
X̄1

X̄2

Z̄2

FIG. 22. Logical operators that are used to define two logical qubits
for a Z2 surface code on a torus.

two far-separated spheres where the e particle is condensed
on the surface of the sphere. The logical X̄ and Z̄ operators
are as shown in Fig. 23. The measurement of Ȳ could then be
achieved with the help of a CAT state consisting of k qubits
placed along the support of the Ȳ operator.

If p d2 � 1, where p is the single qubit error probability,
the measurement of graph operators with CAT states require
a time overhead O(d2); the preparation of the CAT states re-
quires ∼ d steps, while the measurement of Ȳ must be per-
formed ∼ d times to be fault-tolerant. Furthermore, there is
an additional space overhead due to the ∼ d physical qubits
required for the CAT states. (In 3 dimensions this space over-

e

Z̄
X̄

e

FIG. 23. Encoding a logical qubit using two spherical holes in three
dimensions. While the logical Z operator is still given by a Pauli-Z
string connecting two spheres, the logical X operator is defined as a
Pauli-X shell covering the spherical hole.

head is O(d2)). However, if p d2 is of order one or higher,
then one needs to repeat the measurement exponentially many
times in d to make it fault tolerant. See Appendix A for more
detail. Although CAT state measurements can be useful for
small codes, it becomes impractical for large code distances.
In the next section we introduce another method to perform
the required joint measurements to circumvent this problem.

B. Twist defect ancilla

Here we explain how the circuits discussed in Sec. III
can be implemented in surface codes without the use of CAT
states. We will see for any encoding of logical qubits, as long
as we include a logical ancilla encoded with bulk twist de-
fects, we can carry out all of the fault-tolerant measurements
required for the circuits in Sec. III .

Here we are going to explain in the context of a simple ex-
ample how a twist defect ancilla allows the required fault-
tolerant joint measurements. Suppose that we have some
string operator running through some patch of a surface code,
corresponding to a logical operator O. It can be a non-trivial
loop encircling a hole or some twist defects, or a string that
connects two same-type edges in a planar code. Also assume
we have a logical qubit encoded in four twist defects in the
bulk of the same patch. Imagine we want to measure the par-
ity operator Ō Ȳa. One can get a simple string corresponding
to this operator by deforming the string corresponding to Ō
in a way to also encircle the pair of twists that Ȳa encircles.
Now, if we measure this new single string operator, using the
usual procedures used to measure string operators fault toler-
antly, we would get the parity value, without measuring each
individual logical operator separately. The same procedure
works if one wants to measure other logical parity operators
like Ō X̄a and Ō Z̄a; one just needs to deform the string as-
sociated with Ō so it encircles the correct pair of twists. The
explicit implementation of this procedure when Ō is the logi-
calX or Z operator of a qubit encoded in a pair of Z-cut holes
is shown in Fig. 24.

Having the tools, implementing each protocol is quite easy.
We only explain the S gate implementation in the context of
the hole based encoding, but the procedure is essentially the
same for other gates (CNOT and SHS) in other encoding
schemes.

Assume we have a logical qubit |ψ〉 encoded in a pair of Z
cut holes and we want to apply the S gate to it. Assume we
have also an ancilla qubit nearby encoded in four twist defects.
The following is the step by step description for implementing
the S gate:

1. Prepare the ancilla qubit in the |+〉 logical state (Fig.
25a).

2. Measure the Z̄ Ȳa string operator shown in Fig. 25b
using string measurement method explained in Sec.
II A 2. After reading the measurement result, turn on
all the stabilizers and run d rounds of error correction
to re-attach the lattice.
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FIG. 24. Finding the string corresponding to parity operator measurements in a hole based encoding. Here a pair of Z-cut holes are used to
encode a logical qubit. There is also an ancilla qubit encoded in four twist defects. Logical operators of the ancilla qubit are specified by
subscript a. In (a) (top panel), one can see the string operators corresponding to Z̄ and Ȳa separately. Both of them are given by a product of
Pauli Z operators acting on individual physical qubits. If we want to measure the parity operator Z̄ Ȳa, we can deform the string corresponding
to Z̄ in such a way to overlap the left side of the string corresponding to Ȳa. Since σ2

Z = 1 the overlapping part cancels out, and we would get
the connected string shown in the lower panel of (a). In (b) we illustrate the string associated with the parity operator X̄Ȳa. Since the logical
qubit is encoded in a pair of Z-cut holes, the X̄ operator is given by a Pauli-X string operator encircling one of the two holes. To do the joint
measurement, we use a Pauli-X string encircling the two twists to represent Ȳa shown in (b) up; As we explained, it is equivalent to the Pauli
Z string encircling the same twists which we used for the Z̄ Ȳa measurement. By deforming the X̄ string and making an overlap with the Ȳa

string, the shared part cancels out and we get the string shown in the lower panel of (b) for the X̄ Ȳa operator.

3. Measure the Z̄a string shown in Fig. 25c. Again after
doing the measurement, turn on all the stabilizers and
go through d rounds of error correction.

4. If the results of two measurements had the same sign,
the logical qubit has been projected in the S̄ |ψ〉 state
and the procedure has been finished. Otherwise, per-
form a transversal phase flip Z̄ gate along the string
shown in Fig. 25d to get the desired result.

The procedures for implementing S̄H̄S̄ and CNOT are
quite similar to what is described above. One needs only to
choose the right string for the measurement, and re-attach the
lattice together after each measurement by going through d
rounds of error correction.

Note that the same techniques can also be used for the dense
hole encoding, where a logical qubit is defined per each hole
instead of two holes. Fig. 26 illustrates the way logical op-
erators are defined in the dense encoding as well as a typical
string used for joint measurements. However the dense encod-
ings will not necessarily be advantageous for space overhead,
for the following reason.

Since the string measurement creates new edges in the sys-
tem, it can potentially reduce the code distance. One should
keep this in mind when performing joint measurements. This
issue becomes more pronounced if one needs to measure long
string operators, for example in dense encodings (see Fig. 26)
, or to perform long range CNOTs even in sparse encodings.
In such cases, the string may pass too close to many other
logical qubits encoded in the patch.

To avoid this problem during the string measurements, it is
always possible to encode the qubits far enough away from
each other. However this could be inefficient since usu-
ally it increases the spatial overhead considerably. Other
workarounds may be possible in certain cases that will result

in no or very small increases in spatial overhead. As an exam-
ple, we will explain how one can address this issue in sparse
hole and dislocation encodings.

When a hole based encoding is used, typically one places
holes on a square lattice with distance d as is depicted in Fig.
27, and each pair stores one qubit of information as usual
(Fig. 27a). However, there are still some nontrivial loops, like
the string W̄ in Fig. 27b, which are not used to encode any in-
formation. We call these strings idle strings and utilize these
unused degrees of freedom to perform long range string mea-
surements without decreasing the code distance. The idea is
that we first initialize all idle strings encircling logical qubits
to +1 and use them to extend the other strings through the
code patch. For example, as is shown in Fig. 27c, to perform
the joint measurement X2Ya, where X2 and Ya are plotted in
the figure, one can use the string that also encircles the logical
qubit in between, without affecting the measurement result,
which in turn helps to keep the code distance d. More details
can be found in the caption.

A similar idea can be used in dislocation codes. To have a
dislocation code with distance d one can arrange twist defects
on a rotated square lattice with lattice size d/

√
2 as illustrated

in Fig. 28. We can use three twist defects to encode a single
logical qubit. In this way for each two logical qubits, there
would be a non-trivial idle string that encircles the six twist
defects and contains no information. We can initialize these
strings to +1 and use them to perform long range string mea-
surements without reducing the distance in a similar way to
the hole encoding case. As an example, a long range X̄3 Ȳa
measurement between a logical qubit and an ancilla qubit is
shown in Fig. 28. Note that after measuring the shown string
the code will divide into two patches, each protected by dis-
tance d.

For the reasons discussed above, dense encodings do not
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FIG. 25. (Color online) S̄ gate implementation in hole encoding using a twist defect as ancilla. a) Initialize the ancilla in |+〉 state, using the
string operator shown above. The red (light gray) and blue (dark gray) parts correspond to X and Z Pauli strings respectively. b) Measure
parity operator Z̄ Ȳa using the Pauli-Z string shown above. After measurement, glue the patch together by doing d rounds of error correction
with full stabilizers. c) Measure Z̄a for ancilla qubit, using the string operator shown above and again glue the surface together. d) If the results
of two measurements in part b and c had different signs, apply Z̄ transversally.
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FIG. 26. a) One can define n− 1 logical qubits using n holes in the dense encoding by utilizing the logical operators shown in the figure. Four
twist defects on the left are used as an ancilla qubit to implement Clifford gates. The idle string W̄ contains no logical information and will be
initialized to +1. b) Joint measurement is performed by deforming the logical strings to encircle relevant twist defects. Note that the W̄ string
is used to expand the X̄3 operator to protect its information during the Z̄2 Ȳa string measurement.

appear to be more advantageous than sparser encodings, in
the limit of a large number of logical qubits arranged in a two-
dimensional space. On the other hand, for small numbers of
logical qubits or logical qubits placed along a line, the dense
encodings do have improved spatial overhead than sparser en-
codings.

1. Classical tracking of single qubit gates

As was mentioned in Sec. III D, instead of applying single
qubit gates in a quantum circuit, one can trade CNOT gates
in that circuit for conjugated versions of them and modify
the final measurements. But this will be useful only if one
can implement conjugated versions of CNOT with almost the
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FIG. 27. A patch of holes encoding four X-cut logical qubits and an ancilla qubit encoded using twist defects. a) Each pair encode a logical
qubit with Z̄ connecting two holes and X̄ encircling the top hole. b) For each pair of holes, the Pauli-X string W̄ that encircles both holes
in topologically non-trivial but contains no information. We can initialize all such idle strings to +1 and use them to extend other strings that
need to be measured to maintain the code distance. Note that the Pauli-Z string that encircles the holes can be absorbed into hole boundaries
and so is always equal to +1. c) How one can utilize idle strings to perform long range joint measurements.
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FIG. 28. (Color online) Typical arrangement of twist defects on an underlying rotated square lattice with lattice size d/
√

2 which results in
a dislocation code with distance d. We use 3 twist defects to encode one logical qubit. The strings that encircles two logical qubits that are
encoded in adjacent twist defects, like W̄ , are non-trivial but contain no information. We initialize all these idle strings to +1 to use them for
extending measurement strings. Note that the Pauli-X string (red (light gray)) that traces the same path as W̄ is equivalent to W̄ . It is enough
to initialize just one of them. c) A long range X̄3Ȳa measurement that maintains the code distance using idle strings. The string passes with at
least d/4 distance from twist defects. This alongside using idle strings ensures during measurement no short error string could occur.

same number of steps as the CNOT itself. Let us consider the
S̄† CNOT S̄ circuit (Fig. 17) as an example. The only non-
trivial part of that circuit is the MX̄aȲt

measurement, since
this time the Y operator appearing in the operator to be mea-
sured is associated with a logical data qubit, whose encod-
ing is arbitrary. For the dislocation code this is clearly not
an issue20 because we can measure the logical qubits in any
Pauli basis fault tolerantly and hence the same joint measure-
ment techniques described here can be utilized to measure the

X̄aȲt parity operator.

If the logical qubits are encoded using other types of de-
fects, one needs to find a simple string (as opposed to graph)
representation for the parity operator. Remarkably, this can
be done in any encoding scheme, as long as there exist an-
cilla qubits in the twist defect encoding. An example is shown
for the case of hole encoding in Fig. 29 where one can find a
simple string representation for the parity operator X̄aȲt. To
identify the logical operators in Fig. 29 (a) and (b), we have
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FIG. 29. a) X̄a and Ȳt operators. b) X̄aȲt operator given by a simple
string.

used the fact that the double loop around a single twist de-
fect is a logical identity (see Fig. 12 ). The Y measurement
at the end of the modified quantum circuits can also be done
similarly, by initializing the ancilla qubit in |+〉 state and then
measuring the X̄aȲt operator.

.

V. HYPERBOLIC CODE

The hyperbolic code is another variant of the surface code
that uses different tilings of 2D surfaces to improve the encod-
ing rate14. Although hyperbolic codes are very efficient for
storing information, no procedure is known for fault-tolerant
implementation of the Clifford group. Ref. 15 proposes two
possibilities for quantum information processing: (1) to per-
form Dehn twists, which can be used to either move the qubits
around in storage, or to perform a logical CNOT between
qubits stored in the same handle, and (2) to use lattice surgery
to convert encoded information to a surface code, perform the
necessary computations, and convert back to the hyperbolic
code.

In this section we demonstrate how our methods can be
used to implement fault-tolerantly the full Clifford gate set
directly within the hyperbolic code, without moving the infor-
mation into another quantum code patch.

The hyperbolic code is based on a tiling of a closed sur-
face with regular polygons. A specific tiling is described
by a set of two numbers {p, q}, known as Schläfli symbols,
which represents a tiling of the plane with regular p-sided
polygons such that q of them meet at every vertex. On a
Euclidean plane, internal angles of a regular p-sided poly-
gon are equal to (p − 2)π/p. On the other hand if q poly-
gons are to meet at a vertex, the internal angles should be
equal to 2π/q. Comparing these two, one can see that only
tilings with 1/p+1/q = 1/2 can be realized on the Euclidean
plane. However, one can use hyperbolic surfaces – surfaces
with constant negative curvature – to realize {p, q} tilings with
1/p+1/q < 1/2, since the sum of the internal angles of a reg-
ular polygon on a hyperbolic plane is less than (p− 2)π. Fig.
30a illustrates the {5, 4} tiling of the hyperbolic plane.

Given a {p, q} tiling, one can define a stabilizer code where

physical qubits lie on the edges and each vertex (plaquette)
represents a Z-type(X-type) stabilizer. A topologically non-
trivial closed hyperbolic surface with g handles has 2g non-
trivial independent loops which can be used to define 2g log-
ical qubits that are stabilized by the code. For large distances
and fixed number of physical qubits, hyperbolic codes can en-
code more logical qubits compared to normal surface codes.
However in order to realize such codes in an experimental sys-
tem that is constrained to the Euclidean plane, non-local inter-
actions are required.

FIG. 30. a) {5, 4} tiling of the hyperbolic plane. b) The rectified
tiling r{5, 4} can be constructed by connecting the midpoints of the
edges in the {5, 4} tiling. The original {5, 4} tiling is also shown
with light solid lines for comparison

If one prefers to work with a form similar to the surface
code which was described in Section II, where qubits lie on
the lattice sites and all stabilizers are given by plaquette op-
erators, one can use the rectified lattice, denoted by r{p, q},
which is constructed by connecting the midpoints of the edges
in a {p, q} lattice(Fig. 30b). The rectified lattice tiles the plane
with regular p-sided and q-sided polygons. In this new form,
qubits lie on the vertices and p and q sided plaquettes repre-
sent X and Z stabilizers respectively.

The joint measurement circuits for implementing Clifford
gates can be used in the hyperbolic codes as well. As in the
discussion of the surface code in Sec. IV, we can again con-
sider a set of ancilla qubits that comprise a CAT state in order
to help us measure operators that consist of Ȳa.

Alternatively, as in the surface code discussion, we do not
need any CAT states if we use bulk twist defects to encode
a logical ancilla. One can use the original {p, q} lattice and
create defects in the bulk by following a procedure similar to
what was described in Section II C. However one should be
careful not to decrease the code distance and to keep track of
what happens to other logical qubits. A more straightforward
approach would be to select an arbitrary plaquette, divide it
into a 2d × 2d square lattice and create a pair of dislocation
lines to encode the logical ancilla qubit. Dividing a plaquette
by a square lattice clearly does not change the topology of the
surface and keeps the code distance fixed.

Having a logical ancilla qubit encoded with twist defects in
hand, performing joint measurements and implementing the
quantum circuits described in Section III is straightforward.
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FIG. 31. a) Hyperbolic surface with 2 handles (genus g = 2) encod-
ing 4 logical qubits and four twist defects to encode the ancilla qubit.
Logical qubits are encoded by using non-trivial loops on the surface.
Some logical operators are shown in the figure as examples. The X̄2

and X̄4 (Z̄2 and Z̄4) operators are given by Pauli-X(Pauli-Z) strings
that trace out the same loops as Z̄1 and Z̄3 (X̄1 and X̄3) operators
respectively. b) A sample two qubit parity operator.

The single and two qubit parity operators used for Clifford
group gates would be given by simple Pauli strings running
through the hyperbolic plane (Fig. 31a) . Using the string
measurement method, these operators can be measured fault-
tolerantly using d rounds of error correction. Fig. 31b shows
a typical Pauli string representing a two-qubit parity operator.

There is another variant of the hyperbolic code, the semi-
hyperbolic code15, where one divides all polygons of a {p, q}
tilling by a l × l square lattice. For large l the code would be
essentially a normal surface code placed over a topologically
non-trivial surface and all efficiency of the hyperbolic con-
struction would be lost. However, it would improve the error
threshold of the code15. The optimal l should be chosen ac-
cording to this trade-off. Our joint measurement scheme can
be straightforwardly applied to the semi-hyperbolic codes as
well, in the same way as the hyperbolic codes.

VI. COLOR CODE

Color codes are another form of 2D topological codes,
with the advantage of higher encoding rates and also allow-
ing for natural transversal logical operations on the qubits.
However, color codes usually have smaller error thresholds
compared to surface codes. Nevertheless the trade-off be-
tween overhead and error thresholds could potentially favor
the color codes in future experiments. Although there are al-
ready known methods for fault-tolerant quantum computing
with color codes12,18,63, here we point out that implementing
the logical Clifford gates using the joint measurement tech-
niques of this paper could have its own advantages. Specif-
ically, performing long-range two-qubit gates are more effi-
cient with our method as compared with the transversal or lat-
tice surgery methods. In contrast to the case of the surface
code (without CAT states), our joint measurement protocols
can be implemented in the color code in the case where the
logical ancilla arises from a hole-based encoding.

The color code can be defined on any three-colorable, three-
valent lattice. Qubits lie on the lattice sites and each plaquette
corresponds to both X and Z stabilizer operators. The lat-
tice structure ensures that all stabilizers commute with each
other. Each stabilizer violation corresponds to a particle. To
label the particles we use the color and type of the stabilizer
it violates. So, rx denotes a particle detected by a X stabi-
lizer corresponding to a red plaquette. Since we have three
different color plaquettes (say red, blue and green), and each
plaquette corresponds to two stabilizers, naively there seems
to be 6 independent particles in the theory. However, it can
be shown that one can annihilate three particles of the same
type and different colors with each other12. Thus, only 4 out
of 6 are really independent particles. By considering compos-
ites of these 4 types, we find that there are 16 topologically
distinct particles. Indeed, it can be shown that the color code
is equivalent (after a finite-depth local unitary transformation)
to two copies of the surface code,16 which has a total of 16
topologically distinct particles.

Just like the surface code, topologically distinct particles
always appear in pairs and each pair is connected via Pauli
string operators. Since particles carry color, the string oper-
ators also would be red, blue or green. For example, a red
Pauli-Z string connects two rx particles. Note that a Pauli-Z
string violates X stabilizers at its ends but commutes with Z
stabilizers.

Similar to the two topologically distinct e and m bound-
aries in the surface code, the color code can have 6 topologi-
cally distinct types of boundaries, given that it is equivalent to
two copies of the surface code (see Ref. 49, 64, and 65 for a
classification of topologically distinct boundary conditions in
topological phases). In paticular, the color code can have red,
blue and green boundaries where red, blue and green particles
can condense.

As in the case of the surface code, logical qubits can be
defined through boundary defects, holes, bulk twist defects,
or by having non-trivial genus50,63,66,67.

Holes are created by simply not measuring stabilizers
within some region. To create a hole with a red boundary,
for example, we consider a closed loop of red string, and stop
measuring the stabilizers inside the loop. We also modify the
stabilizers on the edge accordingly. Then we have created a
hole with a red boundary where red strings can start or end on
it without violating stabilizers.

The procedure to create bulk twist defects in the color code
is similar to the case of the surface code. One chooses a dis-
location line, removes the physical qubits over that line and
merges pairs of X and Z stabilizers on either sides into one.
Twist defects in surface codes transform e particles to m par-
ticles and vice versa. Since color codes have more particles,
there are more types of twist defects one can create51. In Fig.
32 we have shown one possible example of a pair of twist de-
fects connected to each other with a dislocation line. The one
shown in Fig. 32 changes rx to gz , rz to gx, bx to bz and vice
versa, as the particles enircle the twist defect.

Based on the underlying encoding scheme, different meth-
ods for initialization, measurement and realization of quan-
tum gates can be used. Most of the techniques used in surface
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FIG. 32. (Color online) Making a twist defect in the color code.
To make a twist defect, we first draw the dislocation line (dashed
blue line) and remove the qubits which lie on the line. Then we
merge pairs of X and Z stabilizers on the sides of the dislocation
line into one. Note that in color code each plaquette represents two
stabilizers. In this figure half of modified stabilizers are shown. For
each stabilizer shown there is another one with X and Z operators
exchanged. If the dislocation line passes through a plaquette (like
the blue plaquette in the middle), one should merge the X and Z
stabilizers corresponding to the same plaquette.

codes like lattice surgery and hole braiding have counterparts
in color codes18,63. To measure a string operator, one can prac-
tically follow the same procedure used in surface codes. An
example is shown in Fig. 33. Let us say we want to mea-
sure the red Pauli-Z string operator OZ shown in Fig. 33a.
First, we detach from the stabilizers the qubits that lie on OZ .
This will change some of the green and blue stabilizers from
6 qubit to 4 qubit stabilizers. We also need to turn off all red
stabilizers which OZ passes through. After the modification,
the color code will look like Fig. 33b. Note that this has effec-
tively created a red boundary along the string, where red error
strings can start and end without detection. But, just as in
the case of the surface code, these undetected errors will not
change the value of OZ . In the next step, we measure each
individual qubit on OZ in the Z basis and also measure all
stabilizers. By combining the outcome of individual measure-
ments and modified stabilizers and comparing them with the
value of the complete stabilizers, we can detect any error that
happens during the measurement process. After correcting the
errors, multiplying the outcome of individual measurements
would give the value for the measurement outcome of OZ .

The joint measurement circuits discussed in this paper for
implementing the Clifford group can also be implemented in
color codes. If qubits are encoded in a single patch, for exam-
ple using holes or dislocations, the quantum circuits described
in section III can be implemented using a single logical ancilla
encoded with twist defects. The rest of the protocol is directly
analogous to the case of the surface code.

However, unlike the surface code, in color codes we are not
restricted to use twist defects as the logical ancilla to imple-
ment the joint measurement method. An interesting feature of
color codes is that one can measure not only X-type and Z-

(a)

(b)

OZ

OZ

FIG. 33. (Color online) String measurement in color codes. a) If we
want to measure the red (dark gray) Pauli-Z string operator OZ , first
we detach the qubits of OZ from neighboring stabilizers and turn off
all red (dark gray) stabilizers in its way. b) Then we measure in-
dividual qubits in Z basis and multiply the results to find the value
of OZ . One can correct errors by comparing the value of individ-
ual measurements and modified stabilizers with the original value of
complete stabilizers. For example, the syndrome of the green stabi-
lizer corresponding to the dashed plaquette before cutting the code,
should be equal to the product of measurement outcomes of those
two individual qubits and the 4 qubit stabilizer bellow them.

type strings fault tolerantly, but also Y -type strings. The rea-
son is that in the color code, in contrast to the surface code, for
a given plaquette we measure bothX andZ stabilizers and the
product of these outcomes gives the value of the correspond-
ing Y stabilizer (we need to multiply it by (i)n where n is the
number edges in the plaquette). This feature is a result of the
fact that the color code is a CSS code68 constructed from two
copies of a single classical code. It is the same property that
makes transversal methods natural in this architecture. This in
turn enables us to create logical qubits where Ȳ is given by a
simple Pauli string, without using twist defects.

To implement measurements involving Ȳ with a hole en-
coding, we encode the logical ancilla qubit using three holes
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associated with different colors, similar to the proposed hole-
based encoding in Ref. 63, but with a small modification.
Consider the three holes and the graph G that connects them,
shown in Fig. 34a. We define X̄ as the GX operator, which
means the product of Pauli-X operators along the graph, and,
similarly, the Z̄ as the GZ operator. Since the graph G con-
sists of an odd number of qubits,GX anti-commutes withGZ .
The advantage of this scheme is that the logical Y operator
would be a Pauli-Y graph operator, denoted GY (in contrast
to the proposed method in Ref. 63) and can be measured fault
tolerantly.

If we encode the ancilla qubit in the aforementioned three
hole structure, no matter how the data qubits are encoded, as
long as the logical X and Z operators of the data qubits are
given by deformable strings, we can use joint measurement
for quantum computation. The idea is similar to what was
described in surface codes. For parity measurements, we de-
form the strings to overlap and measure the resulting string
(Fig. 34b). Since theG graph has all three different colors, we
can deform it to overlap with any other string operator along
a line. Then, the string measurement method can be used to
find the parity value fault tolerantly.
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FIG. 34. a) Three holes and the G graph that connects them encode
the logical ancilla qubit. Blank plaquettes represent holes where we
do not measure any stabilizer. X̄a, Z̄a and Ȳa are given by GX ,
GZ and GY respectively. At the top, part of a Pauli string is shown
which is a portion of X̄ operator related to another logical qubit. b)
To measure two qubit parity operator ȲaX̄ one should deform G in
such a way to overlap with the string related to X̄ and measure the
resulting string.

VII. RESOURCE ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss how our proposed methods in-
form the design of efficient surface code encoding schemes,
and we analyze the associated resource costs and compare
them to other proposed methods of quantum computation with
the surface code.

In particular, we analyze the resource costs associated with
both small and large numbers of logical qubits. For small
logical qubits, we propose new surface code schemes for en-
coding one and two logical data qubits and one logical an-
cilla qubit, which allow implementation of the full Clifford
group using our joint measurement circuits. We compare the
resource costs in terms of number of physical qubits required
for a given code distance with other proposals presented in the
literature. For two logical qubits and being able to perform all
Clifford group operations, our proposal is optimal; as such,
we expect it could play a useful role in near-term experimen-
tal demonstrations of fault-tolerant quantum eror correction.

For large numbers of qubits, we argue that the most optimal
method to date for the surface code uses a lattice of disloca-
tions, and we compare the resource costs in terms of number
of physical qubits for a given code distance for such an encod-
ing scheme with other proposed methods.

We remark that the hybrid scheme of Ref. 23 is not in-
cluded in this comparison. Although the proposed scheme
does not use state distillation for implementing Clifford gates
and hence is a promising candidate for near term surface code
realization, an exact analysis of resource costs for few qubits
has not been performed. Ref. 23 analyzed its asymptotic
space overhead scaling for large d, although our considera-
tions (not summarized here) of their approach yield different
results, so we leave a definitive analysis for future work.

A. Single qubit codes

Let us first consider small codes that admit implementation
of all single qubit gates in the Clifford group. In the case of
color codes, we only need one logical qubit and we can imple-
ment all single qubit Clifford gates transversally. However in
some variants of surface codes, we need at least an extra logi-
cal ancilla qubit to apply single qubit Clifford gates on logical
qubits. The hole-based encoding and lattice surgery methods
proposed so far rely on state injection and distillation for im-
plementing the full Clifford group gate set, whereas triangle
codes and the surface code with joint measurement, presented
in this paper, do not.

A minimal setup that allows one to implement all single
qubit Clifford gates using the joint measurement methods of
this paper is shown in Fig. 35a. In this configuration, the
logical data and ancilla qubits are encoded with both boundary
and bulk twist defects. For large d, this configuration requires
∼ 4d2 physical qubits. The explicit d = 3 lattice construction
corresponding to this configuration is shown in Fig. 36.

In Table I, we list the number of physical qubits each design
uses to implement all single qubit Clifford gates. The syn-
drome qubits which are used for the stabilizer measurements
are not included in any of the counting. In case of the tri-
angular code, three different schemes have been proposed for
implementing single qubit Clifford gates22; here we used the
code conversion (CC) approach for comparison since in this
approach single qubit gates are actually implemented rather
than kept track of classically. Furthermore, a special design
of the triangular code for d = 3 is proposed in Ref. 22 which
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d 3 5 7 d

Surface Code (surgery / without distillation) 27 75 147 ∼ 3 d2

Surface Code (surgery / one round of distillation) 55 138 259 ∼ 4.75 d2

Surface Code (surgery / two rounds of distillation) 76 271 343 ∼ 6.06 d2

Surface Code (Triangular) 37 91 169 ∼ 3 d2

Surface Code (Joint Measurement) 40 106 204 ∼ 4 d2

TABLE I. The number of physical qubits needed in order to implement all single qubit Clifford gates in various schemes. We explain the
calculation of the overhead costs for the state distillation protocols in Appendix B.

uses only 7 qubits. However, since it cannot be generalized to
larger code distances, it is not included in this comparison.

In the case of the surface code proposal using the planar
encoding with lattice surgery, we have included the number
of physical qubits needed for implementing the full Clifford
gate set using zero, one, and two rounds of state distillation.
Higher numbers of distillation rounds exponentially decreases
the error probability in the purified state. One round of dis-
tillation using the Steane code69 uses 7 instances of noisy
logical qubits in the |Y 〉 state to generate a less noisy |Y 〉
state10. If the input state has error probability p, the output
state will have 7p3 probability of having error. So, performing
k rounds of state distillation to reduce the error probability to
7(3k−1)/2p3k

, needs 7k extra logical ancilla qubits (However
they need not be prepared with the full code distance. See
Appendix B). Apart from the noisy ancilla qubits initialized
in the |Y 〉 state, the distillation process has a number of other
overhead costs as well. These include other ancilla qubits ini-
tialized in the standard computational basis and additional an-
cilla qubits required in the planar code layout to perform the
logical gate operations with lattice surgery19. The latter for ex-
ample raises the overhead to 4×7k logical ancilla qubits. The
numbers for one and two rounds of distillation in Table I only
include the number of physical qubits one needs to prepare
the initial noisy |Y 〉 states, thus not including these additional
resource costs.

The necessary number of distillation rounds depends on the
required accuracy of the purified state. If we assume prepa-
ration error and storage error are of the same order, it is rea-
sonable to perform k ∼ O(log d) rounds of error correction
to keep the logical error probability at O(pd/2). This implies
that the asymptotic scaling of the space overhead for protocols
that require state distillation is O(d3).

B. Two qubit codes

Now we consider small codes that allow full implementa-
tion of the Clifford group on two logical qubits, which thus
includes the CNOT gate. Almost all proposed designs use
the circuit shown in Fig. 5 for performing CNOT, which re-
quires an additional logical ancilla qubit. Two important ex-
ceptions are the braiding of bulk defects and transversal meth-
ods. Braiding methods need a large space to move defects
around and are not suitable for small numbers of qubits. For
example the qubit overhead for the double hole implementa-
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FIG. 35. a) The general layout used to encode a logical data qubit
and a logical ancilla qubit with distance d that enables one to do
all single qubit Clifford gates explicitly. b) The Pauli strings corre-
sponding to logical operators of the main qubit (X̄1 and Z̄1) and the
ancilla qubit (X̄a,Ȳa and Z̄a).

FIG. 36. Distance d = 3 surface code encoding a logical qubit and
an ancilla qubit. Logical operators are defined according to Fig. 35.

tion scales like ∼ 37/2d2, which is much worse than other
methods19 and will not be considered here. The transversal
methods, in contrast, allow implementation of logical CNOT
by independent application of CNOT among physical qubits
from different code patches. This uses the minimum number
of qubits by eliminating the need for any logical ancilla qubit.
However in a two-dimensional single-layer planar geometry,
this method relies on long-range interactions when the system
scales up to large numbers of qubits and large code distance d.
We restrict our comparison to methods that utilize only local
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interactions on a planar geometry in this limit, hence omitting
transversal methods from the comparison.
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FIG. 37. a) The general layout used to encode two logical data qubits
and a logical ancilla qubit that enables one to do all Clifford gates
explicitly. b) The Pauli strings corresponding to logical operations.
The one belonging to the ancilla is specified by a subscript. The W̄
string is an idle string that should be initialized to +1 so one can use
it for fault tolerant joint measurements.

Fig. 37a is a minimal surface code configuration that can
be used to encode two logical data qubits and one logical an-
cilla qubit, which allows us to implement all Clifford gates
using the joint measurement protocols. The ancilla qubit is
encoded with twist defects and the logical qubits are encoded
using boundary defects. For large d, this construction uses
∼ 6d2 physical qubits. The explicit d = 3 lattice construction
corresponding to this configuration is also shown in Fig. 38.

Table II lists the number of physical qubits that various
methods use to implement the full Clifford group. Again,
the numbers for surface code with distillation reflect only the
number of qubits used in encoding noisy |Y 〉 states in the low-
est layer of distillation. As one can see, the joint measurement
method of this paper uses the minimum number of physical
qubits among other surface code variants, but scales the same
as the triangular code for large d.

FIG. 38. Distance d = 3 surface code encoding two logical qubit and
one ancilla qubit. Logical operators are defined according to Fig. 37.

C. Many qubit codes

The two previous sections discussed encodings for one or
two logical qubits (and a logical ancilla). If we consider
large scale quantum computing with more than just three total
qubits, there are more clear advantages for using the proposed
joint measurement design for gates.

First, the joint measurement protocol naturally allows
CNOT gates between two logical qubits that are arbitrarily far
apart from each other. By encoding all logical qubits within
the same patch of surface code (e.g. using bulk twist defects
or holes), we can measure arbitrarily long strings with no ad-
ditional space-time overhead. This means that even the logical
ancilla qubit in the CNOT circuit does not need to be physi-
cally near the control and target logical qubits. On the other
hand, the lattice surgery based methods (which is used by both
planar and triangular surface codes) only allow operations be-
tween adjacent patches of the code. Thus, a CNOT gate be-
tween far-separated qubits requires bringing the two patches
near each other first. Apart from the time overhead this opera-
tion imposes, it necessitates sufficient blank patches between
data qubits, which results in increased space overhead; One
can show that for a typical arrangement of square patches of
planar codes, only a quarter of patches can be used for storing
data and other patches should be reserved as blank spaces to
be used for moving data patches around19.

A natural question now is which particular type of encod-
ing is most efficient, in the limit of large numbers of logi-
cal qubits, for minimizing the number of physical qubits for
a given code distance. We find that the optimal encoding is
with a lattice of bulk twist defects (dislocations). Such a dis-
location code was discussed in Ref. 20; however our proposal
and results for resource estimates differ somewhat from those
reported previously. Specifically, we consider an arrangement
of twist defects as shown in Fig. 28. The twist defects are
placed on a rotated square lattice with lattice constant d/

√
2,

in contrast to the square lattice with lattice constant d/2 that
was proposed in Ref. 20. We require this modification to pro-
tect the code from Pauli-Y error strings that can start and end
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d 3 5 7 d

Surface Code (surgery / without distillation) 36 100 196 ∼ 4 d2

Surface Code (surgery / one round of distillation) 64 163 308 ∼ 5.75 d2

Surface Code (surgery / two rounds of distillation) 85 296 392 ∼ 7.06 d2

Surface Code (Triangular) 74 182 338 ∼ 6 d2

Surface Code (Joint Measurement) 60 160 308 ∼ 6 d2

TABLE II. The number of physical qubits to implement all Clifford group gates including CNOT. We use the results of Appendix B for the
state distillation overhead costs.

on the twist defects.
Furthermore, since long-range CNOT gates require mea-

suring long-range string operators, it is important to keep the
code distance d throughout the measurement process. To en-
sure this, we initialize the idle strings (like W̄ in Fig. 28) to
+1 and by utilizing them, we thread the strings through the
available space between the defects in such a way that every
twist defect is at least distance d/4 apart from the measured
string, as is shown in Fig. 28. This ensures that no short error
string could happen while measuring the strings. More details
can be found in the caption. By adding one ancilla qubit to the
patch and using the joint measurement method, one can apply
all Clifford gates fault tolerantly.

In Table III, we have listed encoding rates for various
schemes for comparison. For the lattice surgery method
on planar codes, the (7/4)k d2 term arises from the addi-
tional logical ancilla qubits needed for state distillation(See
Appendix B). As was explained in Sec. VII A, one needs
O(log d) rounds of state distillation to obtain ∼ pd/2 logical
error probability. This in turn means the additional cost due to
state distillation grows like d3 and dominates the resource us-
age. In the case of the triangular code, Ref. 22 proposed sev-
eral protocols; in Table III, we quoted the encoding rate when
one keeps track of single qubit gates at the classical level in-
stead of applying them directly on the quantum code (referred
to as the basis-state conversion (BC) scheme). We see that the
joint measurement method with a lattice of bulk twist defects
performs better than both of these.

We note that the direct comparison of different encoding
schemes summarized in Table III involves some subtleties as
the different schemes also have various relative advantages.
For example, the joint measurement estimate assumes a sin-
gle logical ancilla for an arbitrary number of logical gates,
while the estimates for the other schemes assume a number of
logical ancillas that grows with the number of logical qubits.
On the other hand, the joint measurement scheme allows arbi-
trarily long-range CNOT gates, while the other two schemes
do not. Furthermore, we note that Ref. 21 has proposed an al-
ternative patch-based scheme that allows classical tracking of
the single-qubit Clifford gates; however a direct comparison
with that proposal is more complicated, as it allows for many
possible distinct designs.

One can improve these scaling relations for the encoding
rate by using non-local interactions and thus implementing
hyperbolic codes. As discussed in Sec. V, our joint mea-
surement proposal is so far the only proposed method to im-
plement the full Clifford group in hyperbolic codes.

Scheme Nphys/NL

Surface Code (Surgery / k rounds of distillation) 4(1 +
(
7
4

)k
) d2 ∼ d3

Surface Code (Triangular) 9/4 d2

Surface Code (Joint Measurement) 3/2 d2

TABLE III. Asymptotic encoding ratio for large number of logical
qubits, while being able to implement all Clifford gates.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have shown that every encoding scheme in the surface
code admits a fault-tolerant implementation of the full Clif-
ford gate set, without the need for state distillation or con-
version between different types of encodings as required in a
number of previous proposals. If the logical ancilla is encoded
using boundary defects, holes, or through non-trivial genus,
then a CAT state can be used to implement the required topo-
logical charge measurements. On the other hand, if the logical
ancilla is encoded with bulk twist defects, then the CAT state
is not necessary, and the full Clifford gate set can be directly
implemented. We have further shown how these methods al-
low implementations of the Clifford group in the 3D surface
code with a sphere encoding. We also used these methods to
provide the first proposals for implementing the full Clifford
group in hyperbolic codes, and a new scheme for implement-
ing them in the color code, which allows arbitrarily long-range
CNOT gates.

Our joint measurement proposal also informs efficient sur-
face code designs. In particular, we have proposed designs for
one and two logical qubits and one logical ancilla qubit, which
admit fault-tolerant implementation of the full Clifford group.
In the case of two logical qubits and one ancilla, our proposal
is an improvement over all previous proposals in terms of
number of physical qubits required for a given code distance
d. As such, they may be of use for near-term experiments to
demonstrate fault-tolerant implementation of logical gates.

For large numbers of logical qubits, we have found that
a lattice of twist defects (the dislocation code) is optimal in
terms of spatial overhead. While such a code was studied in
Ref. 20, our analysis of the resource overhead and scheme for
performing long-range CNOT gates is distinct.

Ultimately, for quantum computing applications, an added
advantage of the dislocation code, as pointed out in Ref. 20,
is that the single-qubit Clifford gates add nothing to the time
overhead, as they can effectively be absorbed into the CNOT
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gates by picking different strings to measure along. Similar
advantages exist in the triangular code22 and certain patch-
based proposals, as discussed in Ref. 21. We have shown that
similar advantages exist for our protocols as well and thus ex-
ist for any encoding scheme, as long as logical ancilla qubits
are implemented in the surface code with twist defects. In
contrast, the single qubit Clifford gates will need to be per-
formed for the proposals of Ref. 10 and 19. Nevertheless,
it presumably would be useful to actually implement single-
qubit Clifford gates in small near-term quantum computers in
order to demonstrate experimentally the possibility of imple-
menting fault-tolerant logical gates.
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Appendix A: Time overhead estimate for CAT state
measurements

Here we discuss the time overhead for utilizing CAT states
for performing logical measurements. In order to measure a
string operator S = Πd

i=1σi using cat states, first we prepare
the measurement qubits in the |+〉d state and then measure
ZiZi+1 stabilizers for d rounds. Next we perform controlled
σi gates between the measurement qubits and corresponding
data qubits and at last we measure measurement qubits in Xi

basis and infer the measurement results form the overall parity
of outcome.

Bit flip errors are generally taken care of by the syndrome
measurements so here, we concentrate on the phase flip errors.
Since phase flip errors cannot be detected by stabilizer mea-
surements, we need to repeat the measurement many times
and decide on the value of measurement by taking a majority
vote. Here we provide an estimate on the number of measure-
ments r one needs to achieve fault tolerance.

We only consider phase flip errors that occur during storage
intervals. It is reasonable to expect that including other types
of errors will not change the answer significantly.

We have d measurement qubits. During preparation of
the CAT state, we perform d rounds of stabilizer measure-
ments. So during preparation, we consider d2 space-time
points where phase flip errors can happen. Applying con-
trolled σi gates can be done simultaneously in one step, there-
fore it adds d places to the potential locations for phase flip
errors. Thus there areO(d2) spots where phase flip errors can
happen during a single round of CAT state measurement. For
simplicity we take this number to be d2.

Let’s say the probability of a phase flip error affecting a sin-
gle qubit during a single time step is given by p. Note that if
an even number of such errors occur during a round of mea-
surement, we still get the right answer. To find the probability
of this happening, we use the following recursive expression

for having even number of errors in the first n locations,

Pn+1 = Pn(1− p) + (1− Pn)p. (A1)

This difference equation can be solved easily to get,

q ≡ Pd2 =
1

2
+

1

2
(1− 2p)d

2

. (A2)

Although this result is exact, we are only interested in the p�
1 limit:

q =
1

2
+

1

2
e−2p d2 (A3)

q gives the probability of getting the right answer after a
single measurement. If pd2 � 1, then we have,

q = 1− pd2, (A4)

and therefore to reduce the probability of failure to pd/2, it
suffices to repeat the measurement O(d) times,

r ∼ O(d), pd2 � 1. (A5)

However, if pd2 � 1, q will be exponentially close to 1/2
and we need a huge number of measurements to make sure
the majority vote gives the right answer.

To find out how many times we need to repeat the measure-
ment, we can use the central limit theorem. First we define
the following statistical variable:

X =

{
1 with probability q
0 with probability 1− q (A6)

basically X would be 1 when we get the right answer and 0
otherwise. Note that the mean and variance of X is given by
〈X〉 = q and σ2

X = q(1 − q) respectively. If we repeat the
measurements r times, the quantity which we are interested in
is given by,

S =

∑r
i=1Xi

r
(A7)

If S > 1/2 the majority vote gives the right answer and if
S < 1/2 we get the wrong answer. It is well known that for
r � 1, the distribution function of S can be well approxi-
mated by a normal distribution around µS = 〈Xi〉 with stan-
dard deviation σS = σX√

r
.

Using this distribution, it is easy to see that the probability
of getting S > 1/2 is given by:

Pfailure =
1

2
erfc(e−2pd2

√
r

2
) (A8)

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function given by,

erfc(x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞
x

e−t
2

dt. (A9)

For large xs, erfc(x) can be approximated by,

erfc(x) =
e−x

2

√
πx

(1 +O(x−1)) (A10)
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FIG. 39. a)The quantum circuit used to purify |Y 〉 states. b) The
quantum circuit used to implement S gates in the distillation circuit
which uses an ancilla prepared in |Y 〉 state. The ancilla is either ini-
tialized by state injection technique(in the lowest layer of distillation)
or is the purified output of previous rounds of distillation.

using this asymptotic form alongside Eq.(A8), one can see
that for pd2 � 1, to get Pfailure ∼ pd, we need to repeat the
measurement exponentially many times,

r ∼ O(eαd
2

), pd2 � 1. (A11)

We remark that although this will make the method fault tol-
erant, it renders this method quite unpractical in this regime.

Appendix B: Space overhead for state distillation

In this section we briefly estimate the space overhead in-
curred by state distillation and thus explain how the numbers
in Tables I and II were calculated.

The distillation circuit for logical |Y 〉 state based on the
Steane code69 is illustrated in Fig.39a10. We will not cover
the details of this circuit here; the interested reader can con-
sult Refs.10 and 69 for a through explanation. Basically, in
each round of distillation seven noisy |Y 〉 states are input into
the circuit through the S gates (as shown in Fig.39b10) and af-
ter the final measurements, with some finite fixed probability,
|ψL〉will collapse to a purified version of |Y 〉 (or Z̄ |Y 〉which
can be corrected easily).

For k rounds of distillation, one starts with 7k noisy logi-
cal qubits prepared in the |Y 〉 state using state injection. Af-
ter the first round of distillation, 7k−1 purified states would
be produced, which then will be used for the next round of
distillation. Applying distillation k − 1 more times by using
the output of previous rounds as the input to the next round
will result in a single distilled |Y 〉 state with error probability
∼ p3k

. A lower bound for the space overhead of distillation
can be obtained by only counting the number of qubits used
in preparing those 7k initial |Y 〉 states.

When performing many layers of distillation, there is no
point in using logical qubits with the full distance d in every
layer, as required in the final layer of distillation, since the
input states are noisy anyways. Instead one can, for example,
halve the code distance at each lower level to reduce the space
overhead. Considering this, initial |Y 〉 states can be prepared
using surface codes of distance d

2k . If d
2k < 1 then there is no

need to encode the initial states into the surface code by state
injection; one can just start with 7k physical qubits initialized
in |Y 〉 state.

Therefore in this scheme we need a total of

N = 7k ×
⌈ d

2k

⌉2

(B1)

physical qubits just to encode the noisy |Y 〉 states in the lowest
level. Note that this is a lower bound on the overhead incurred
by state distillation, since we have not included other ancilla
qubits which are used in distillation circuit. The numbers in
Tables I and II for surface code with distillation are calculated
by adding this overhead to basic resource costs. We also note
that it may be possible to further optimize the state distillation
protocol and thus further reduce the constant factors involved
in the space overhead; a complete analysis of such an opti-
mization is beyond the scope of this paper.
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